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For decades, limb development has been a paradigm of three-dimensional patterning. Moreover, as the limb
muscles and the other tissues of the limb’s musculoskeletal system arise from distinct developmental sources, it
has been a prime example of integrative morphogenesis and cross-tissue communication. As the limbs grow, all
components of the musculoskeletal system (muscles, tendons, connective tissue, nerves) coordinate their growth
and diﬀerentiation, ultimately giving rise to a functional unit capable of executing elaborate movement. While
the molecular mechanisms governing global three-dimensional patterning and formation of the skeletal structures of the limbs has been a matter of intense research, patterning of the soft tissues is less understood. Here, we
review the development of limb muscles with an emphasis on their interaction with other tissue types and the
instructive roles these tissues play. Furthermore, we discuss the role of adult correlates of these embryonic
accessory tissues in muscle regeneration.

1. Introduction
The paired appendages of vertebrates arise from an outgrowth of
the ﬂank of the embryo. The outgrowth of the limbs is mainly carried by
proliferating mesenchymal cells, which start to diﬀerentiate concomitant with the outgrowth process in a proximal to distal fashion.
During this process, in a narrow time window, a morphologically indistinct mesenchyme is transformed into an elaborate array of diﬀerent
tissues most impressively demonstrated by the complexity of the limb’s
musculoskeletal system [1]. Vertebrate limbs contain approx. 40 muscles, each of a speciﬁc shape and size. Muscles are connected via their
myotendinous junction to tendons, which allow transmission of force to
the skeletal elements. The insertion of tendons at the bone surface often
requires the formation of bone eminences enabling a tight mechanical
connection. Creating such an elaborate arrangement requires global
patterning system delineating the overall three-dimensional coordinates of the nascent limb bud. These coordinates are iteratively
reﬁned to allow establishing the intricate pattern and shape of the
limb’s structures. Equally important, it requires cross-tissue communication to enable mutual organization and ﬁnally mechanical linkage
of tissues. In the limbs, the latter process receives another twist in the
plot since the tissues of the musculoskeletal system are not derived from
the same developmental source, as skeleton, tendons and connective
tissue originate from mesenchymal cells in place, whereas myogenic
cells arise from migratory progenitors that invade the limb bud.

⁎

While the molecular mechanisms underlying the myogenic process
have extensively been reviewed, including recently [2,3], here we will
brieﬂy review the myogenic process in the limb and explicitly look at
these processes through the lens of interactions between muscle cells
and neighboring tissue-types, such as connective tissue and/or nervous
tissue. Such interactions are increasingly emerging as playing crucial
roles in deﬁning muscles positions and shape, but also in promoting
myogenic growth and diﬀerentiation [4–6] and in coordinating tissue
forces (and the emerging force generating capacity of contractile
muscle cells). These cross-talks between tissue-types matter not only
during development, but are also remobilized and necessary in adult
muscles for homeostasis and regeneration.
2. Limb muscle formation
2.1. Origin of tissues
All tissues of the musculoskeletal system, except nerves that derive
from ectoderm, originate from the mesoderm. After its emergence
during gastrulation, the mesoderm is classically partitioned into paraxial, intermediate and lateral plate mesoderm (LPM). During embryonic
development, limbs appear at the ﬂank of the embryo at discrete positions as thickening structures mainly composed of lateral plate mesoderm cells, covered by a layer of ectoderm. In the last century, the
origin of tissues within the limbs has largely been explored using the
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Fig. 1. Stepwise morphogenesis and myogenic diﬀerentiation of limb skeletal muscles. (A) Cellular steps of myogenic diﬀerentiation. The top row represents
connective tissue cells and the types of modalities by which they inﬂuence myogenesis. The middle row represents cells at diﬀerent stages of the myogenic sequence,
the way they are linked, and the main molecular markers of each of these steps. The bottom row indicates the main actors participating in cellular decisions. (B, C)
Schematic representation of a mouse embryo cross section at limb levels featuring two successive steps of limb muscle morphogenesis. (B) Myogenic progenitors
delaminate from the ventro-lateral dermomyotome lip, and migrate through the limb bud mesenchyme, towards dorsal and ventral positions where they will coalesce
into muscle masses. Green cells represent subsets of mesenchymal cells providing instructive signals inﬂuencing migration, diﬀerentiation and spatial distribution of
myogenic cells. (C) Muscles receive instructive signals from various subsets of connective tissue cells allowing them to deﬁne their attachment, orientation, growth.

2.2. Development of the Myogenic lineage

avian limb as an excellent model for experimental studies, owing to the
possibility of performing grafts of pieces of tissues of one species into
another [7]. These experiments, later supported by numerous fate
mapping studies in mice [2], showed that in the trunk and limbs, the
myogenic lineage was derived from the somites, segmented epithelial
structures emerging from the paraxial mesoderm [8]. All other tissues
in the limb bud constitute a distinct cell lineage derived from the lateral
plate mesoderm [9].

2.2.1. Speciﬁcation of the myogenic lineage
Molecular determinants of myogenic diﬀerentiation comprise a set
of transcription factors, collectively referred to as Myogenic Regulatory
factors (MRFs), which are necessary to trigger the skeletal muscle differentiation program (Fig. 1A) [10]. These factors sequentially activate
each other’s transcription in a stepwise manner, whereby an initial
wave of MRF4 and Myf5 expression is followed by activation of MyoD
2
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muscles, derived from cranial mesoderm, molecular history of which
starts under the umbrella of another key transcriptional regulator, Pitx2
[30].

(Myod1) expression, subsequently leading to activation of Myogenin,
which acts as a main activator of a collection of genes encoding sarcomeric proteins. At this ﬁnal stage of terminal diﬀerentiation, activation of myogenin (Myog) turns the cells into myocytes, which then
fuse with each other to form multinucleated muscle ﬁbers, or fuse with
pre-existing ﬁbers. Whereas there is a clear hierarchy in the molecular
sequence, there is also a certain degree of redundancy between activities of these MRFs. Thus, a given MRF can compensate to some degree
for the lack of another factor at a similar or neighboring level of the
regulatory sequence (with compensations between Myf5, MRF4 and
MyoD), whereas simultaneous deletions abrogate the program more
severely [11,12].
In the trunk skeletal muscle lineage (Fig. 1A), upstream of this
regulatory cascade, Myf5/MyoD-expressing myoblasts derive from cells
expressing Pax3 and Pax7 [13,14], which constitute a pool of myogenic
progenitors and also serve as a reservoir for adult myogenic progenitors
[14,15]. Simultaneous ablation of Pax3 and Pax7 severely abrogates
myogenic diﬀerentiation in the embryonic trunk and massively result in
cell death [14]. In the developing myotome, there is a lineage continuum between cycling cells expressing the transcription factors Pax3
and Pax7, tagging them as embryonic muscle progenitors, and cells in
which activation of genes of the MRF cascade coincides with extinction
of Pax3/7 expression, with cell cycle exit, and with commitment to
activate the myogenic program [16]. Simultaneous detection of Pax7
and Myf5 proteins reveals that at early developmental stages in murine
and avian embryos, a majority of cells co-express Pax7 and Myf5 [17].
In contrast, at late fetal stages in mice, there is a mutual exclusion of
Pax7 and Myf5 expression, respectively distinguishing cycling progenitors from diﬀerentiated cells, already aligned to form the future
multinucleated ﬁbers [17].
Although Pax3/7 are necessary for the early commitment to a
myogenic fate, and for maintaining the progenitor fate throughout
development and at late fetal stages, Pax3 is also involved in the progression towards subsequent states, by directly activating Myf5 expression [18]. The mechanism that ultimately leads to the mutual exclusion of Pax7 and Myf5 at later stages is not completely understood.
Activation of Myf5 expression marks, and is necessary for, the activation of the diﬀerentiation cascade. Consistently, inactivation of Myf5
interferes with the progression of myogenic diﬀerentiation, and leads to
the persistence of Pax3 and Pax7 expression, thus locking cells in the
progenitor state [16]. This implies that Myf5 transcriptional activity, in
addition to triggering expression of the MRF cascade, is also necessary
for the repression of Pax3/Pax7 expression. On the opposite, maintenance of the progenitor fate by Pax3/7 at late fetal stages may involve
their ability to repress Myf5, as seen in early experiments in cultured
cells [19]. Likewise, in adult satellite cells, there is a mutual cross repression of Pax7 and MRF factors [20,21]. These ﬁndings are consistent
with the possibility of antagonistic regulation between Pax3/7 and
MRFs. Such mutual antagonism might involve direct cross-repressive
transcriptional activities in the same cells (whether by antagonistic
binding on the same cis-regulatory DNA regions, or by regulating antagonistic targets), or cellular cross talks between progenitors and differentiating cells, such as those involving Notch/YAP pathways (see
part 2.2.3).
Distinct regulatory programs of mesoderm speciﬁcation govern the
development of head and trunk muscles [10,22,23]. Whereas all progenitors, irrespective of their developmental origin, start their myogenic journey by activation of Myf5 expression, the upstream events
leading to Myf5 activation diﬀer between embryonic regions. Trunk
muscles essentially rely on Pax3 as the main Myf5 activator, driven by
accessory regulatory impulse of Six1 and Six4 homeoproteins [24], or
the transcriptional repressor RP58 [25]. In contrast, the majority of
craniofacial muscles share their origin with heart muscles, and are
derived from a common cardiopharyngeal progenitor [26,27], the
speciﬁcation of which is under the broad regulatory control of Tbx1
[28,29]. Extraocular muscles constitute another subtype of craniofacial

2.2.2. Migration of muscle progenitors
Like all trunk musculature, limb muscles derive from somitic mesoderm, emerging from a region called the dermomyotome (Fig. 1B).
However, they diﬀer from other axial muscles in the sequence of molecular and morphogenetic events governing myogenesis [31]. Limb
muscles emerge from the ventral dermomyotomal lip at limb levels,
thus matching the deﬁnition of hypaxial muscles, a term that classically
refers to the musculature derived from the ventral part of the somites
[31,32]. Unlike hypaxial muscles at interlimb levels, which move from
this ventral position by expansion of an epithelial-like sheet, limb
myoblasts instead individualize from each other, undergoing epithelialmesenchymal transition, followed by cell delamination from the ventral
lip, and acquisition of a motile program enabling them to migrate individually over long distances across the limb mesenchyme (Fig. 1B).
Whereas myoblasts are committed to be myogenic prior to this migration event, the process of myogenic diﬀerentiation only starts after their
delamination, as they are on their way to their ﬁnal destination.
Genetically, the regulatory program that endows limb hypaxial
myogenic cells with the capacity to undergo an epithelial to mesenchyme transition and to adopt their migratory behavior is speciﬁed
by Pax3 [33,34]. Aside from its key role in specifying the myogenic fate
[18], Pax3 is required to transcriptionally activate expression of the
Met tyrosine kinase receptor in migratory myoblasts [34,35]. Met signaling is activated by Hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), a secreted
growth factor produced by the limb mesenchyme, suﬃcient to trigger
the motility program. As a result, lack of either Pax3 [33] or Met
[36–38] is suﬃcient to abolish the migratory program and prevent the
formation of limb migratory muscles, as wells as diaphragm and muscles of the tongue. Similar ﬁndings in zebraﬁsh (where hgf and met are
required for migration of appendicular muscles such as those of the
ﬁns) argue that the essential role of HGF/Met signaling is evolutionarily
conserved [39,40]. Nevertheless, the co-option of HGF/Met signaling to
control this migratory behavior is only found in bony ﬁshes, and seems
to have occurred after the appearance of paired appendages in cartilaginous ﬁshes [41]. Signaling eﬀectors of the HGF/Met signaling
pathway, such as Gab1 [42], Pi3K and Src [43–45], were found to
contribute to limb muscle migration.
Another key transcription factor known to specify the migratory
behavior of subsets of limb myoblasts is Lbx1, the absence of which also
leading to a partial depletion of limb muscles, most severely in the
distal segments [46]. Owing to genetic tools allowing ﬂuorescent tracing of Lbx1 expressing myoblast, the comparison of diﬀerentially
regulated transcriptome from Lbx1-GFP+ cells sorted from limbs of
control or Lbx1 mutant embryos allowed identifying additional pathways involved in controlling the motile behavior [47]. Among those,
this highlighted the role of another mesenchyme-derived factor, Sdf1/
Cxcl12, and its receptor Cxcr4, the expression of which is regulated by
Lbx1 in migratory myoblasts [47], and which is necessary for the migration of subsets of myogenic progenitors [48]. Thus, HGF and Cxcl12
are two factors secreted by the limb mesenchyme, which cooperatively
trigger and modulate myoblast motility, involving common cytoplasmic
signaling eﬀectors, such as Gab1, downstream of Met and Cxcr4
[42,47]. Their expression is preserved in the limb of embryos devoid of
migratory appendicular muscles, such as Pax3 or Met mutants. Interestingly, selective overexpression of Met in the mesenchymal but not
the myogenic lineage robustly interferes with myoblast migration, by
blocking the release of biologically active HGF from limb mesenchymal
cells [49]. The capacity of Lbx1 to trigger myoblast migration is dependent on its phosphorylation on key serine residues by Erk kinases
[50]. This suggests that Lbx1 transcriptional activity might be activated
downstream of an Erk-dependent signal transduction cascade, such as
those modulated by HGF/Met or Cxcl12/Cxcr4, potentially explaining
3
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activation of Myf5 will determine its commitment to diﬀerentiation; 3)
symmetric divisions producing two diﬀerentiating cells, also called
terminal divisions. For these cells to distinguish between these three
options, there are ample arguments involving Notch signaling fate selection pathway [56–58], and growing evidence for an additional involvement of the mechanotransduction and Hippo/Yap pathway
[59–61] (Fig. 1A).

why Lbx1 inactivation only aﬀects migratory muscles, while it preserves other Lbx1-expressing muscles.
Once motile, myoblasts migrate as streams of cells across the surrounding connective tissues, while also undergoing myogenic diﬀerentiation. Migrating myogenic cells are endowed with the capacity to
navigate the molecular landscape of the limb bud, and to form muscle
masses in the adequate places. Initially divided in dorsal and ventral
muscle masses (Fig. 1B), these myoblast collectives will subsequently
aggregate in discrete areas to form progressively smaller units, i.e. individual muscles (Fig. 1C), which may on occasion undergo a secondary
splitting event [51]. During this process, myogenic progenitors receive
and process positional information allowing the highly stereotyped
positioning of muscles and their attachment sites within the limb,
highlighting the similarity with the process of axonal guidance, which
simultaneously wires motor projections towards limb muscles. Key
muscle patterning signals are released by mesenchymal cells. Aside
from diﬀusible motility signals likely acting as chemoattractants for
myoblasts, such as HGF and Sdf1/Cxcl12, this process also involves
contact dependent axon guidance signaling mechanisms, such as
ephrinA5/EphA4 [52]. The separation of muscle masses into individual
muscles coincides with the appearance of capillary sprouts between
muscles marking the future cleft [53]. Furthermore, interfering with
vessel growth disrupts the splitting process [53], thus assigning to
growing vessels a key role in patterning muscle splitting. Upon completion of the separation process, the coordination of muscle bundle
orientation, which deﬁnes the polarity of myoﬁbers and the position of
their attachment sites to surrounding cells, is permitted by signals from
neighboring connective tissues, under the regulatory control of transcription factors such as Tbx5 [51].
Migration is not restricted to hypaxial appendicular muscles, but
also characterizes the development of craniofacial muscles, some neck
and shoulder muscles, as well as the diaphragm. Another key feature of
the migration process is that collectively moving cells coordinate their
polarity with that of their neighbors. This is particularly apparent
during the subcutaneous progression of neck muscles, of facial expression muscles, or of subsets of shoulder muscles. Although this could
be dictated by external directional cues, there are some indications that
this is intrinsically regulated and may involve mechanisms analogous to
planar cell polarity. Support to this possibility came from the ﬁnding
that inactivation of the Fat1 Cadherin, an adhesion molecule of the Fatlike family, known to regulate tissue morphogenesis by modulation the
planar cell polarity or Hippo pathways, caused alterations of subsets of
migratory muscles in the face and shoulder [54]. Fat1 ablation in the
migratory lineage (driven by Pax3-cre) was suﬃcient to disperse myoblasts in the limb and to lead to the formation of supernumerary
muscles in ectopic position [54,55]. So far, how Fat1 signaling controls
myoblast polarity is not known. By similarity with other PCP-dependent
collective migration events, it may allow migrating myogenic cells to
remain in contact with each-other and to perceive the direction of
migration of neighboring cells in the collective.

2.2.3.1. Notch signaling and muscle growth and patterning. The Delta/
Notch lateral inhibition pathway is well known to organize fate
selection in a group of cells with equivalent developmental potential
[62,63]. By comparing signaling strength in neighboring cells, this
system works by amplifying small stochastic molecular diﬀerences
between cells, thereby reaching and stabilizing cells in one of two
possible choices, most frequently opposing maintenance of a progenitor
fate with switching to a diﬀerentiating fate. Such a system, also referred
to as a bi-stable switch when viewed with the perspective of
computational modelling [64], takes advantage of the Delta/Notch
signaling cassette, irrespective of the type of diﬀerentiation for which
these cells are committed [65–67]. Upon Delta-Notch binding,
activation of the cascade involves several events of juxtamembrane
cleavage of Notch by proteolytic enzymes (presenilins, furins), thus
freeing the intracellular domain (Notch-ICD/NICD) from its membrane
anchor, and enabling it to translocate into the nucleus, together with its
partner transcription factor RBPJ-K. A cell in which the Notch pathway
is active (or constitutively activated) exhibits high levels of nuclear
RBPJ-K, which induces expression of the transcriptional repressors Hes/
Hey. In consequence, Hes/Hey silence the expression of the Notchactivating Delta-like ligands while simultaneously blocking
transcription of diﬀerentiation genes, thereby retaining cells in a
progenitor state. Thus, a cell expressing high levels of one of the
Delta-like ligands will activate Notch signaling in neighboring cells,
ensuring that they remain progenitors and maintain low Delta
expression. This in turn minimizes the level of Notch activation
within the Delta-positive cell, relieving it from the Hes/Hey-mediated
transcriptional repression and allowing it to activate genes of the
diﬀerentiation cascade. This ensures that successful activation of
Delta-ligands allows diﬀerentiation and is restricted to diﬀerentiating
cells, whereas cells in which Notch pathway is activated remain
progenitors.
In developing muscle, Delta family ligands are indeed expressed by
diﬀerentiated cells [68,69]. Evidence for involvement of the Notch
pathway came from experiments in chicken embryos, whereby excess
Notch activation resulted in inhibition of diﬀerentiation although the
cells were nevertheless committed to the myogenic pathway [69].
Likewise, in adult satellite cells, Notch activation is necessary to sustain
Pax7 expression and self-renewal [56,70,71]. Conversely, inactivation
of Delta1 (Dll1) or of the key mediator of Notch signaling RBPJ-K in
mice, led to the premature diﬀerentiation of myogenic cells, and to an
early depletion of the myogenic pool, thus resulting in an arrest of
muscle growth [68,72]. Thus, achieving muscle growth requires a ﬁne
balance in the amount of cells with active versus inactive Notch signaling, and the regulation of this balance over time. Nevertheless a
transient initial pulse of Delta, provided to dermomyotome cells by
migrating neural crest cells as they pass by the somites, is required to
initiate myogenic diﬀerentiation in the early somites [73]. Furthermore, early Notch signaling is also involved in helping Pax3-expressing
cells decide between a myogenic versus endothelial fate, and ectopic
expression of NICD in Pax3-expressing cells (driven by the endogenous
Pax3 locus) forces cells to adopt an endothelial fate, rather that participating to the formation of limb muscles [74].
Although myogenic diﬀerentiation is typically coupled with cell
cycle exit (diﬀerentiated cells being post-mitotic), the two processes
occur independently of each other [59]. Whereas Pax3/7 expressing
progenitors keep proliferating [16], cells that have reached the end of
the myogenic regulatory cascade (highlighted by Myog expression)

2.2.3. Muscle growth and balance of proliferation/diﬀerentiation
The process of developmental muscle growth is a complex task that
involves a massive expansion of the progenitor pool by proliferation,
and simultaneously a process of diﬀerentiation, whereby cells exit the
cell cycle and sequentially activate the molecular diﬀerentiation programs. The fact that muscle progenitors have the choice between
staying proliferative or exiting the cell cycle implies that a successful
and steady growth involves the tight regulation of the balance between
the two processes. Cell cycle exit is coupled with commitment to enter
the diﬀerentiation program, follows extinction of expression of Pax3/
Pax7, and coincides with completion of the MRF cascade. Thus, a Pax3/
Pax7+ progenitor is a cell that faces a choice between three options at
division stage: It can undergo 1) symmetric divisions producing two
progenitors (symmetric expansion of the progenitor pool); 2) asymmetric divisions giving rise to one progenitor and a cell in which
4
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Conversely, they are retained in the cytoplasm when cells are conﬂuent,
or exposed to soft substrates [75,91,92]. Although the YAP pathway
was originally described as ensuring progenitor maintenance and proliferation in stem cells [76,77], YAP/TAZ can also be transcriptionally
active in post-mitotic or diﬀerentiated cells, when its nuclear localization is guaranteed by exposure to high tension [91,92]. This was found
to occur in fetal skeletal muscles, where YAP transcriptional activity in
diﬀerentiating muscle cells was shown to upregulate the Notch-activating ligands Jag2 (along with the classical YAP transcriptional targets
Ctgf and Ankrd1) [57]. There, Jag2 subsequently activates Notch signaling in neighboring progenitors, thereby allowing the maintenance of
the progenitor pool. Consistent with the fact that YAP activity in these
cells correlates with high tension, abrogating muscle contraction in
embryos (using a drug in chicken embryos, or using mouse mutants
deﬁcient for the contraction coupling channel) compromised nuclear
translocation of YAP, consequently failing to activate Jag2 expression
and Notch signaling in progenitors. This leads to premature diﬀerentiation and premature depletion of the progenitor pool [57].

have normally stopped dividing, and have instead activated the cyclindependent kinase inhibitors p21/p57, which ensures their cell cycle exit
and prevent re-entry [59]. Interfering with this cell cycle exit mechanism in p21/p57 double mutants does not prevent the execution of a
complete myogenic cascade, as illustrated by the detection of cycling
Myog-expressing cells in double mutant embryos [59], indicating that
myogenic diﬀerentiation occurs independently of growth arrest. Consistent with its late onset in the myogenic cascade, a muscle-speciﬁc
regulatory element of p57 is repressed in myogenic progenitors by the
Notch targets Hes/Hey and activated by MRFs [59]. Thus, Notch signaling represses both myogenic diﬀerentiation and cell cycle exit.
2.2.3.2. Mechanotransduction and YAP/TAZ pathway. The Hippo/YAP
pathway has also emerged as a key regulator of the balance between
stemness and diﬀerentiation in the myogenic lineage, at the interface
between gene regulation and mechanical forces to which cells are
exposed [58,61]. YAP and TAZ are transcription factors that can shuttle
between cytoplasm and nucleus. Their nuclear entry is gated by the
phosphorylation of key Serine residues by serine/threonine kinases of
the Hippo pathway (Mst, Lats) [58,75]: Once phosphorylated, the
serine becomes a docking site for cytoplasmic interactors such as 143-3, which ensure their cytoplasmic retention, thereby preventing them
from entering the nucleus and from regulating transcription [76]. When
in the nucleus of cycling cells, YAP/TAZ are mainly known to induce
expression of cell cycle genes and to maintain stemness [76,77]. In
muscle progenitors (myogenic stem cells), a phosphorylation-deﬁcient
form of YAP, constitutively nuclear and transcriptionally active, was
capable of blocking myogenic diﬀerentiation of C2C12 cells and
increasing Pax7 expression [78,79]. In contrast, ShRNA-mediated
silencing of YAP allows the cells to activate Myf5 expression and to
undergo diﬀerentiation [78,79]. Within the nucleus, YAP and TAZ can
interact with a wide array of transcription factors, among which the
earliest-known was TEAD [77,80]. Inactivation of YAP transcriptional
activity can also be achieved by disrupting its interaction with DNAbinding transcriptional partners such as TEAD factors, and this activity
is eﬃciently mimicked by the YAP inhibitor verteporﬁn [77,80]. TEADfamily transcription factors indeed regulate myogenesis, an activity also
modulated by additional co-factors such as the Vestigial homologs
VGLL3 [81,82], and VGLL2 [83], the latter VGLL2/TEAD association
also allowing functional response to mechanical overload in adult
muscle [84,85]. Interestingly, the binding site for YAP/TAZ and for
VGLLs on TEADs transcription factors are overlapping [81,86],
implying a competition between the two cooperation modes. In vitro,
presence of VGLL3 reduces binding of YAP to TEAD, implying that
VGLL/TEAD binding out-competes the formation of YAP/TAZ-TEAD
complexes [81]. This antagonism is coherent with their opposite
activities, with YAP/TAZ-TEAD acting in progenitors to support selfrenewal, whereas VGLL3-TEAD promotes myogenic diﬀerentiation.
Consistently, a large proportion of their common target genes
undergo opposite regulation by the two complexes [81]. Interestingly,
one such oppositely regulated target is the angiomotin-like gene Amotl2
[81]. Angiomotin-like genes are transcriptionally activated by YAP/
TAZ, but mediate a negative feedback loop by sequestering YAP/TAZ in
the cytoplasm, thereby antagonizing their activity [87,88]. Thus, by
repressing Amotl2 expression, VGLL3 may also alleviate YAP from the
Amotl2-mediated repression, and promote its transcriptional activity.
This apparent contradiction may be explained by the ﬁnding that one of
the isoforms of Amot was also found to promote the nuclear
translocation of YAP (rather than prevent it) [89,90]. Such a
mechanism could be at play in diﬀerentiating myoﬁbers, where YAP/
TAZ may contribute to the boost in gene transcription necessary for the
synthesis of sarcomeric genes.
YAP/TAZ nucleo-cytoplasmic shuttling has emerged as a key sensor
of mechanical forces to which cells are exposed, assigning it a role in
mechano-transduction [91,92]. YAP/TAZ can be found nuclear in cycling cells grown at low density, or on stiﬀ substrates with high tension.

2.3. Patterning of limb muscles by external cues
In addition to the muscle-intrinsic signals discussed above, muscle
growth and patterning is also inﬂuenced by extrinsic signals from surrounding tissues. Aside from the classical lineage studies distinguishing
the somite origin of myogenic cells and lateral plate origin of the limb
mesenchyme, early experiments in avian embryos indicated that muscle
pattern is not encoded in the myogenic progenitors migrating to the
limb buds, but rather, that local LPM-derived mesenchyme exerted an
instructive role [93–96]. Intriguingly, already at this time a putative
role of the extracellular matrix (ECM) secreted by local connective
tissue cells was postulated [97].
A number of genetic studies have later converged towards providing
additional evidence in support of this model assigning an instructive
role to mesenchymal derived lineages inﬂuencing muscle development
(Figs. 1C and 2 A). A number of these studies beneﬁted from a transgenic line in which regulatory elements of the Prx1 gene were used to
drive expression of the Cre recombinase, thus allowing its use for
lineage studies [98,99]. This transgene highlights all derivatives of the
lateral plate mesoderm, with the Prx1-Cre-derived lineage encompassing all the limb mesenchyme as well as non-limb connective tissues
[98]. This lineage includes all the skeletal elements (bones, tendons)
and dispersed muscle-associated connective tissue cells, whereas myogenic cells do not derive from Prx1-expressing cells. In addition to assessing the cell autonomous requirements of many players patterning
mesenchyme-derived skeletal tissues, Prx1-Cre-mediated deletion was
also instrumental in evidencing non-cell autonomous eﬀects on muscle
development (Fig. 2B), particularly for genes with complex expression
patterns (see below).
2.3.1. A brief overview of signaling systems patterning the limb bud
During early limb development, the limb bud mesenchyme, often in
combination with the overlying ectoderm in form of a mesenchymalepithelial interaction, has a crucial role in setting up the three-dimensional pattern framework (Fig. 2A). In brief, three main signaling centers deﬁne limb bud patterning: the apical ectodermal ridge (AER), the
dorsal ectoderm (DE) and the zone of polarizing activity (ZPA). The
ZPA, a group of mesenchymal cells located at the posterior edge of the
limb bud, expresses the long-range acting morphogen Sonic hedgehog
(Shh), which mediates anterio-posterior patterning in the limb [100].
The DE expresses Wnt7a, which induces the expression of the transcription factor Lmx1b in the dorsal mesenchyme [101]. Fgf8 expressed
from the AER is a key factor mediating limb outgrowth; First, Fgf8
induces mesenchymal expression of Fgf10 that in turn maintains Fgf8
expression forming a feed forward loop. Second, Fgf8 promotes proliferation and survival of the underlying mesenchyme [102]. Furthermore, AER-derived signaling participates in proximo-distal patterning
5
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Fig. 2. Muscle-patterning activities exerted by mesenchyme / connective tissue during limb development. (A) Schematic representations of the types of patterning
activities underlying: (A1) early global limb bud patterning; (A2) intra-limb local regionalization of the connective tissue along the dorso-ventral (top) and proximodistal (bottom) axes; (A3) regionalization of connective tissues across body regions; (A4) Local diversiﬁcation of CT subtypes through combinatorial codes of
transcription factor expression. (B) Summary of the main molecular players and their actions. Abbreviations: AER: Apical ectodermal ridge; CPM: cardiopharyngeal
mesoderm; CT: connective tissue; DM: dermomyotome; ECM: extracellular matrix; LPM: lateral plate mesoderm; MCT: muscle-associated connective tissue; NC:
neural crest; TF: transcription factors; ZPA: Zone of polarizing activity.

tissue activity and limb growth, Shh non-cell autonomously acts on
migrating myogenic progenitors in the limb bud maintaining survival
and proliferation, but also patterning via the connective tissue [111]
(Fig. 2A).
The transcription factor Lmx1b is expressed in the dorsal limb bud
mesenchyme, but not in myogenic cells (Fig. 2A), and Lmx1b deﬁciency
results in the mirror image duplication of ventral limb structures. Prx1Cre-mediated deletion of Lmx1b in the mesenchyme fully reproduces
these muscle patterning defects [112]. Intriguingly, deletion of Lmx1b
in cartilage only via Sox9-Cre caused skeletal mispatterning but left the
muscles unaltered, indicating that skeletal and muscle patterning can
be uncoupled. This is in line with previous results suggesting that the
skeleton develops normally in absence of muscles [113].
Hox11 genes are expressed in the zeugopode (Fig. 2A) in perichondral cells, tendons and in irregular connective tissue (ICT) including muscle-associated connective tissue [114]. Hox genes are well
known as global regulators of limb morphogenesis and proximodistal
patterning, but their function in the limb has mostly been analyzed
using the skeleton as a readout [115]. Analysis of Hoxd11/Hoxa11
compound mutants demonstrated global mispatterning of the zeugopode (i.e. the area of expression of both genes) including soft tissues
such as tendons as well as muscle [114]. Also here, the eﬀect on soft
tissues could be uncoupled from skeletal patterning by leaving one allele of either Hoxa11 or Hoxd11 intact [114].
Prx1-Cre-mediated deletion was instrumental in distinguishing activity of the Fat1 cadherin in the mesenchyme [55], distinct but complementary to its role in the myogenic lineage [54]. This is particularly
striking when following the development of a subcutaneous muscle
(cutaneous maximus) emerging behind the forelimb and progressing

of the limb structures, subdividing the limb into stylopode, zeugopode
and autopode. The exact mechanisms governing this transition from a
gradient-like signaling system to deﬁned territories is still not completely understood, however it appears to be consensus that as a consequence each limb segment expresses speciﬁc genes of the Hox family,
e.g. Hoxa11 and Hoxd11 genes speciﬁcally in the zeugopode. For
comprehensive reviews see e.g. [103–105]. The consequences of perturbing this 3-D- limb patterning system have in the past been mainly
analyzed with respect to skeletal patterning. However, not surprisingly,
also soft tissue formation appears to be under this global control mechanism.

2.3.2. Mesenchyme-derived signaling cues inﬂuencing limb myogenesis
Shh is produced by the notochord and ventral spinal cord, as well as
by the ZPA in limb bud mesenchyme. Shh had been implicated in
myogenic diﬀerentiation in the chick [106–108]; in the mouse Shh noncell autonomously acts on migrating myogenic progenitors maintaining
survival and proliferation [109]. Components of the hedgehog signaling
cascade (the receptors Patched (Ptch) and Smoothened (Smo), and the
Gli transcription factors) are expressed not only in myogenic progenitors but also in the connective tissue. Part of Shh activity directly impinges on myogenic cells where Gli transcription factors regulate
myotomal Myf5 expression in the early somite [110], and where Smo is
necessary for myogenic diﬀerentiation at later stages [111]. In limbs,
inactivation of Smo in Pax3+ cells caused lack of distal muscles due to
impaired migration of myogenic cells [111]. In contrast, deletion of
Smoothened in the Prx1-Cre lineage also interfered with proper muscle
patterning in limbs, inducing changes in the distribution, size, splitting
and positioning of muscles [111]. Thus, by inﬂuencing connective
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their early role in skeletal and soft tissue patterning, respectively [122].
This altogether suggests that patterning of the skeleton and the soft
tissues are mediated by in part overlapping systems that can however
be executed independent of each other.
Interestingly, Tbx4 and Tbx5 belong to a small group of genes expressed in a limb-speciﬁc fashion: Tbx4 is expressed in hindlimbs, while
Tbx5 is expressed in forelimbs (Fig. 2A); however they were not involved in patterning of fore-or hindlimb-speciﬁc structures [123]. This
is opposed to the function of the transcription factor Pitx1, which is
exclusively expressed in hindlimb mesenchyme (Fig. 2A) and controls
various aspects of hindlimb-speciﬁc morphology including soft tissue
patterning [124]. Interestingly, regulatory mutations at the human
PITX1 locus leading to its misexpression in forelimbs cause Liebenberg
syndrome, which is characterized by a partial transformation of hard
and soft forelimb structures towards a hindlimb morphology [125]. The
regulatory principle behind the hindlimb-speciﬁc expression of Pitx1 is
remarkable. Expression of Pitx1 is driven by a non-limb-speciﬁc enhancer, which however in forelimbs is actively shielded from contacting
the Pitx1 promoter by three-dimensional chromatin folding [126].
Closely related to Tbx4 and Tbx5, Tbx3 is also expressed in limb bud
ICT, although in a more spatially restricted fashion. Inactivation of
Tbx3, in addition to skeletal defects, caused the speciﬁc absence of two
posterior forelimb muscles, the lateral triceps and brachialis, and minor
defects in other forelimb muscles [127]. On a cellular level Tbx3 appeared to be required for the step of myoﬁber formation and orientation, however the molecular pathway downstream of Tbx3 is unknown
[127]. Intriguingly, Tbx3, -4 and -5 are under control of Hox genes [see
121 and references therein]. This suggests that the limb mesenchyme
and the tissues diﬀerentiating from it undergo consecutive steps of
patterning, each leading to an increased reﬁnement ﬁnally impinging
on micromilieus governing local morphogenesis. This view is supported
by a recent report showing that connective tissue cells are required for
several consecutive steps during muscle bundle formation, driven by
the regulatory activity of Tbx5 [51]. Both, ablation of Tbx5 in MCT via
Osr2-Cre, as well as genetic ablation of Osr2-expressing MCT cells (by
overexpression of DTA) severely disrupted myoblast clustering and
ﬁber bundle orientation in limbs [51].

radially in an anterior to posterior direction. Fat1 expression in the
surrounding layer of connective tissue constitutes an increasing gradient, and its deletion in these cells robustly interfered with the progression of Pax7/Gdnf-expressing myogenic progenitors, and with the
subsequent elongation of diﬀerentiated muscle ﬁbers. Thus, Fat1 is
required for this connective tissue layer (and connective tissue associated with subsets of shoulder and facial muscles) to support both
myoblast migration and myogenic diﬀerentiation [55]. As the connective tissue in the face is not derived from the LPM, but from the
neural crest, severe alterations of subcutaneous facial muscles were
achieved by deleting Fat1 in the neural crest with a Wnt1-cre driver.
This is in line with other reports uncovering an essential role of cranial
neural crest-derived connective tissue in patterning facial muscles, coordinated by p53 [116,117]. These ﬁndings are interesting with regard
to the identiﬁcation of links between dysfunction of FAT1 and a human
muscular dystrophy aﬀecting subsets of muscles in the face and
shoulder [54,118,119], because it potentially provides a frame for understanding the basis of heterogeneity in the muscles phenotypes.
The signaling mechanisms discussed above exert complementary
activities in several tissue types, e.g. in myogenic as well as non-myogenic cells, or in various LPM-derived tissues. During muscle development however, myogenic cells are most intimately associated with irregular connective tissue cells (muscle-associated CT). A number of
transcription factors are expressed in the limb mesenchyme and later in
irregular connective tissue, but not in the myogenic lineage. Studying
consequences of their deletion for the mesenchymal lineage itself, but
also for muscle patterning, provides an interesting frame to distinguish
signaling cues accounting for their cell autonomous, but also non-cell
autonomous functions. To this regard, the example of the transcription
factor Shox2 is insightful. Shox2 is speciﬁcally expressed in the proximal limb mesenchyme (Fig. 2A), and its constitutive deletion severely
impairs limb growth, with Shox2 haploinsuﬃciency resulting in Short
stature syndrome in humans [120]. However, analysis of early consequences of Prx1-Cre-mediated Shox2 deletion, prior to the severe
growth deﬁciency largely attributable to the lack of Runx2, allowed
uncoupling its limb structuring role from an instructive role by which
CT modulates muscle and nerve patterns [120]. Hence, its transcriptional targets uncovered in the early limb include key signals such as
the Wnt modulator Rspo3 or the axon guidance molecule EphA7, and
phenotypic analysis uncovered that alterations of the muscles and nerve
patterns preceded growth defects occurring at later stages [120].

2.3.3.2. Muscle-speciﬁc heterogeneity of connective tissue activities. No
comprehensive marker for ICT or MCT has been deﬁned to date. Initial
studies indicated Tcf7l2 (also known as Tcf4, a transcription factor
downstream of Wnt/beta-catenin signaling) as a universal marker for
MCT in the chicken embryo [128]. In the mouse, a majority of MCT
cells appeared to express Tcf7l2 at birth [129]. However during
embryonic development in the mouse, Tcf7l2+ cells are not found in
all limb muscles [130]. Of note, in the mouse, also subsets of myogenic
cells express low levels of Tcf7l2 [129], and Tcf7l2 is expressed in
cartilage in addition to irregular connective tissue [131]. Tcf7l2 is
expressed in MCT in chicken embryos independently of the presence of
muscles, and was suggested to provide a prepattern for muscle
formation [128]. However, in mouse emrbyos, Tcf7l2 appears to have
only limited inﬂuence on muscle patterning. Tcf7l2 shows strongest
expression in the elbow and knee regions, and indeed small muscle
patterning defects are observed here [129]. Importantly, Tcf7l2
regulates later aspects of muscle formation as ﬁber maturation and
ﬁber type [129]. Interestingly, the early expression of Tcf4 overlapping
the muscle masses can be inﬂuenced by BMP signaling emanating from
the most anterior and posterior mesenchyme [132].
ICT cells in avian limbs widely express the transcription factors Odd
skipped-related 1 and -2 (Osr1 and Osr2) [133,134]. Osr2 appears to be
more restricted to MCT than Osr1, however in chicken and mouse
embryos expression of Osr2 also in myogenic cells was reported [51]
[135]. In chicken micromass cultures, both Osr1 and Osr2 promote the
diﬀerentiation of connective tissue cells at the expense of other tissues
while knockdown reverses this eﬀect; thus they can be ascribed an instructive role in connective tissue cell diﬀerentiation [134]. In line, loss

2.3.3. Roles of muscle-associated connective tissue
The term “connective tissue” in general deﬁnes tissues formed by
ﬁbroblastic cells that lend support to organs or other structures, together with the deﬁned ECM that these cells produce. Connective tissue
comprises a variety of subtypes, respectively termed specialized connective tissues (bone, cartilage), dense regular connective tissue (tendons) and irregular connective tissue (ICT). ICT comprises all kinds of
reticular tissues including dermis and muscle connective tissue (MCT).
Connective tissues of the body arise from diﬀerent sources: while the CT
in limbs is derived from the LPM, CT in the trunk mainly derives from
the somites, and CT in the head derives from the neural crest (Fig. 2A).
For a recent comprehensive review on connective tissue origin and
identities, see [4,6].
2.3.3.1. Regional speciﬁcities in connective tissue activities. The
transcription factors Tbx4 and Tbx5 are expressed in limb
mesenchyme at very early stages and are required for limb bud
initiation [121]. Later, both genes show widespread expression in
limb irregular connective tissue including MCT and are required for
global muscle patterning. Inactivation of either gene leads to
mispatterning of limb muscles which was traced back to disrupted
organization of the MCT due to defects in β-catenin-mediated cell
adhesion [122]. In agreement with tissue-speciﬁc functions of Lmx1b or
Hox genes, time-resolved inactivation of Tbx4 or Tbx5 also uncoupled
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an enzyme that catalyzes a copper-dependent oxidation reaction,
leading to Lysine cross-linking of collagen ﬁbers [145]. The main target
of Lox-regulated cross-linking is Collagen 1, thus contributing to matrix
assembly, but Lox is also responsible for oxidizing a number of extracellular growth factors, such as cytokines, thereby tuning their activities. Deletion of Lox in mice was shown to alter myogenesis, leading to
the formation of muscles with reduced volume and shorter size, surrounded by excess amounts of MCT (while shape and size of bones and
tendons were unaﬀected) [145]. This excess MCT deposition was attributable to an excess of TGFβ signaling, and was reverted when
combining Lox-deﬁciency with chemical TGFβ inhibition (by in utero
injection of a TGFβ antagonist). These results demonstrated that Lox is a
negative modulator of TGFβ, and its activity is necessary to limit MCT
expansion and allow muscle growth [145]. Interestingly, aside from the
contribution of the secreted Lox to ECM modiﬁcation, cytoplasmic Lox
was recently discovered to regulate the nuclear translocation of VGLL3,
thereby inﬂuencing the formation of VGLL3/TEAD complexes and
subsequent regulation of myogenic diﬀerentiation [146]. Finally, other
ECM-modifying proteases, such as metalloproteases of the MMP or
ADAMTS families, may cooperate with Lox-like proteases to ﬁne-tune
the rigidity or elasticity of the ECM, but also to modulate activity or
bioavailability of factors impacting muscle patterning, such as TGFβ
[145,147]. Intriguingly, the muscle ECM is not only shaped by MCT
ﬁbroblasts, but also by the myoﬁbers themselves. A particular case is
the lysyl oxidase Loxl3, which is expressed at the tips of muscle ﬁbers.
Here, it serves to oxidize ECM ﬁbronectin, thereby increasing integrin
activation in the ﬁber and fostering the formation of a myotendinous
junction [148].

of Osr1 in mouse embryos leads to a transcriptional shift of the cells
towards a cartilage and tendon identity, suggesting an in vivo requirement for Osr1 in safeguarding connective tissue cell identity [130].
In the mouse, Osr1 labels a regionalized subset of MCT cells, among
other connective tissue types as e.g. dermis. Intriguingly, like Tcf7l2,
Osr1 does not label MCT in all muscles; while Osr1+ cells are mostly
found in superﬁcial limb muscles, Tcf7l2 cells appear in more centrally
located muscles, with varying degrees of overlap, i.e. double positive
cells. We interpreted this as a hallmark of compartmentalization of
connective tissue, potentially instructive for local cues shaping individual muscles [130]. In this context, the very speciﬁc defect of individual muscles in Tbx3 mutants [127] was intriguing, as it suggested
the hypothesis of a “modular transcription factor code” in MCT
(Fig. 2A, B) acting locally to pattern individual muscles or groups of
muscles as pointed out by Sefton and Kardon [6]. Such cues may consist
of secreted signaling molecules as well as ECM composition [4,6]. This
principle appears to apply to Osr1: this transcription factor directly
regulates the expression of locally acting signaling molecules Cxcl12
known to attract myogenic cells [47] as well as ECM genes as Col6a1
and Col6a3 [130]. Osr1 mutants have muscle patterning defects, predominantly in muscles that show high abundance of Osr1+ cells. Affected muscles mostly displayed a truncation-like phenotype that was
caused by absence or misplacement of myogenic progenitors. In addition, myogenic progenitors in Osr1 mutants showed decreased proliferation and ectopic apoptosis leading to a decrease in myogenic cell
numbers. Cultivating myoblasts on an ECM substrate produced by wild
type or Osr1-null cells demonstrated that the microniche produced by
these cells was crucial for maintaining myoblast proliferation [130].
This suggests a scenario where the locally restricted combinatorial expression of a set of transcription factors, themselves likely under control
of upstream patterning mechanisms, impinges on a local microenvironment, i.e. a biochemical as well as biomechanical ECM niche
that locally instructs tissue morphogenesis [136] (Fig. 2A, B). Of note,
the same principle may not only apply to limb muscles, as overlapping
players were identiﬁed in other muscle groups as well. Tcf7l2 is expressed in diaphragm MCT, for example [137], and Osr1 is expressed in
MCT of a variety of trunk muscles and the diaphragm [130].

2.3.4. Interaction of muscle with specialized and dense connective tissues
2.3.4.1. Coordinated
development
of
muscle,
cartilage
and
tendons. During limb development, mesenchyme in the center of the
limb bud starts to condense and diﬀerentiate to form a continuous
cartilaginous rod that subsequently becomes subdivided to the skeletal
elements of stylopode (Humerus), zeugopode (Ulna, radius) and
autopode (Hand/foot segments) by the insertion of synovial joints
[149]. In chicken limb development, the complex array of muscles and
tendon primordia are patterned at places preﬁguring their future
position relative to the skeletal elements ensuring the following
formation of physical connections at correct anatomical positions
[150]. As discussed above, the patterning of skeletal elements and
soft tissues can be uncoupled, but there are few examples
demonstrating their mutual communication during limb development.
Maturing skeletal elements that have formed a growth plate express the
morphogen Indian hedgehog (Ihh), which coordinates growth of the
cartilage element as well as formation of the bone collar [151,152].
Furthermore, Ihh appears to act as a long-range morphogen towards
muscle, enhancing myoblast survival during fetal myogenesis [153].
One of the ﬁrst very detailed parallel description of muscle and
tendon morphogenesis was made in the avian embryo, also carrying out
a series of experimental approaches to evaluate their mutual dependency [150]. Tendon development was initiated independently of
muscles and was preserved in muscle-less limbs, but required interaction with muscles in subsequent stages, which also applies to aneural
limbs [150,154,155]. Intriguingly, downregulation of the transcription
factor Scleraxis (Scx) in muscleless as well as in aneural limbs could be
prevented by exogenous expression of Fgf4, which in vivo is expressed
from the tips of muscle ﬁbers close to the tendon attachment sites
[155]. Similarly, in mice devoid of limb muscles, tendon initiation
marked by the expression of Scx was normal, but later diﬀerentiation
was altered [154,156,157]. Thus in sum, muscles are not required for
limb tendon initiation, but for their diﬀerentiation. Intriguingly, the
same principle applies to the head, but not the axial muscles and tendons [158]. The segments of tendons whose development is independent of muscles are those of the autopode. Once formed, even in a
muscle-less limb such as the Pax3Splotch mutant context, these autopode

2.3.3.3. Activities of EMC and EMC modifying enzymes. A large part of
the MCT is composed by ECM components, which include ﬁbrillary
collagens, the most abundant being Type I Collagen, and a number of
proteoglycans participating in ECM assembly. As illustrated above,
ECM produced by mis-speciﬁed CT cells (for example Osr1 mutant CT
cells) exhibit altered properties and composition interfering with their
capacity to stimulate myogenesis in vitro [130]. However, knowledge
on speciﬁc functions of individual ECM components is still lacking.
Recently, Besse et al. [51] attempted to identify some of these
components by exploring the regulatory changes occurring upon
Osr2-Cre-mediated inactivation of Tbx5, in the limb MCT. They
identiﬁed members of small leucine-rich repeat proteoglycans (SLRPs)
such as Dcn, Lum, Fmod, or Bgn, expressed in dynamic and distinct
patterns in the limb MCT. The expression of several of these compounds
was altered in Tbx5Osr2 mutants, suggesting that altered local
expression of SLRPs may be responsible for the muscle mispatterning
phenotypes observed in these mutants [51]. These proteins have
established roles in matrix assembly and collagen ﬁbrillogenesis
[138]. Although their role during muscle morphogenesis has not been
directly assessed, these proteins inﬂuence myogenesis, and their
overexpression in muscular dystrophy is associated with excess
ﬁbrosis and is thought to contribute to disease severity [139–141].
ECM proteins undergo post-translational modiﬁcations that ultimately shape the 3D structure of the matrix depots and tune their
physical properties [142]. A key aspect of ECM biological properties is
its stiﬀness, which plays an important role during morphogenetic processes, such as collective migration of neural crest cells [143,144]. One
such step aﬀecting ECM properties is regulated by Lysyl Oxidase (Lox),
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instructive information [142,144]. Furthermore, the analysis of muscle
development in mouse embryos carrying mutations in a voltage-dependent channel necessary for excitation-contraction coupling, uncovered that suppression of spontaneous muscle activity altered late
aspects of muscle patterning, such as the correct formation of tendons
in the zygopode [154], or the translocation of extremities of digit
muscles mentioned above [160].
In addition to the inﬂuence on its own growth, muscle activity is
also required to shape skeletal patterns, in particular at the interfaces
between muscles, tendons and bones [167]. Again suppression of
spontaneous muscle contraction in mice has eﬀects on tendon development [160], and on the later development of bone eminences, and of
the enthesis, a mineralized ﬁbrocartilage at the junction between tendons and bones [167]. Another dimension of the inﬂuence of spontaneous muscle contraction is related to the integration of muscles in
functional circuits involving a sensory neuronal component called
proprioception, necessary for the body to perceive muscle stretch and to
adapt motor input. The proprioceptive circuitry involves perception of
muscle tension by sensory neurons (contacting muscles at the level of
structures called the muscle spindles, or golgi tendon organs) [168].
Proprioceptive neurons transmit this information to the spinal cord, by
project either directly or indirectly onto motor neurons, thus inhibiting
motor signal to some muscles, while allowing activation of their antagonist muscles (or vice versa). Interestingly, disruption of proprioception (achieved through genetic suppression of muscle spindles
[169], or by interfering with speciﬁcation or function of the corresponding proprioceptive neurons [170]) interferes with the balance of
left/righ body activity and leads to idiopathic congenital scoliosis development, resulting from functional and morphological alterations of
muscle-tendon-bone interfaces [171].

tendons persist up to fetal stages [154]. In contrast, later addition of the
zeugopode tendon segments that insert at the wrist is impaired in
muscle-less Pax3Splotch limbs [154]. This discrepancy may reﬂect the
dependency of late-developing zeugopode tendons on the force produced by muscle activity. This possibility is supported by the observation of alteration of zeugopode tendons, but unaﬀected autopode tendons in immobilized limbs [154]. In contrast, autopode, but not
zeugopode tendon development was aﬀected by the lack of skeletal
structures resulting from mesenchymal-speciﬁc Sox9 deletion [154].
Thus, these two sets of tendons are coordinated by distinct developmental programs.
In contrast, surgical ablation of tendon primordia in chicken limbs
blurs the exclusion boundary between muscle and joint regions, leading
to the ectopic invasion by myogenic cells of regions normally devoid of
muscle cells [150]. Tendons adjacent to muscle tips express Bmp4, lossand gain of function experiments in chicken embryos suggested that
this contributed to fetal myoﬁber longitudinal growth by maintaining a
pool of cycling progenitors at the distal ends of muscles [159]. An extraordinary case of mutual interdependence was demonstrated for the
ﬂexor digitorum superﬁcialis (FDS) muscles in mouse forelimbs. This
muscle group is initially formed in the autopode, but between E14.5
and E16.5 relocates to the distal zeugopode. Repositioning of FDS
muscle was dependent on the presence of tendons as well as muscle
contraction [160].
2.3.4.2. Mechanical integration. As muscles and limb tissues grow, they
are exposed to increasing mechanical tensions, and the latter play an
integral part in instructing morphogenetic events and cell fates. As soon
as muscle ﬁbers produce and assemble a functional contractile
apparatus, they are capable of generating forces that are applied to
all tissues within the developing limbs. Furthermore, this happens at
the time when motor neurons have formed functional synapses with
muscles, and start emitting spontaneous activity through bursts of
action potentials [161]. Such spontaneous rhythmic activity was shown
to be necessary for the modulation of motor axon guidance decisions
[162,163]. As exposed earlier, the regulation of YAP/TAZ nucleocytoplasmic
shuttling
represents
a
key
sensor
in
the
mechanotransduction pathway linking perception of external forces to
transcriptional modulation of cell behaviors [58,91].
Diﬀerences and asymmetries in adhesive forces applied on myogenic cells by their substrate can inﬂuence their decision of whether to
undergo symmetric progenitor expansion, asymmetric division feeding
myogenic diﬀerentiation, or terminal diﬀerentiation, thus inﬂuencing
muscle growth [60]. In addition, although the mechanisms linking
force and myogenesis may be diﬀerent between vertebrates and insects,
studies focusing on the development of ﬂight muscles in drosophila
indicate that mechanical tensions exerted on muscle ﬁbers are necessary for the assembly of sarcomeric units and growth of the contractile
apparatus [164]. While the initial tension is provided by surrounding
cells [165], the additional force resulting from sarcomeric growth
contributes to creating a feed-forward loop boosting muscle ﬁber volume growth.
Distinguishing the eﬀects of muscle-derived signals from the eﬀects
of muscle-generated tension requires a context in which muscle activity
is impaired. Experimental suppression of muscle contractility (achieved
in chicken embryos by application of channel-blocking biochemical
drugs or by limb immobilization) can be used to assess the impact of
these spontaneous bursts of muscle contractions on skeletal development. In addition to preventing muscle growth by exhausting the pool
of myogenic progenitors [57], chicken limb immobilization was also
found to downregulate expression of Osr1 and its target Cxcl12 in the
connective tissue, thereby aﬀecting the cross-talk between CT and
muscles [166]. As discussed earlier, among possible inﬂuences of such
changes, the production of extracellular matrix components or ECM
modifying enzymes by connective tissue [51,141,145] may confer the
adequate stiﬀness to tissues surrounding muscles, thereby providing

3. Adult muscle regeneration
Skeletal muscle has a remarkable regenerative capacity. Tissue lesions, given they are not exceeding certain limits, fully heal without
detectable scarring. Nevertheless, large traumas, such as volumetric
muscle loss or large-scale mechanic tissue disruption, overstretch this
repair capacity and lead to ﬁbrofatty inﬁltration. Intriguingly, skeletal
muscle regeneration depends on the activity of tissue-resident progenitors / stem cells (myogenic and non-myogenic) that not only are
descendants of their developmental counterparts, but also in many aspects recapitulate a developmental program during regeneration. Acute
muscle trauma can be considered a massive disruption of the homeostatic balance that triggers a series of events involving not only local
tissues but also invading cells of the innate and adaptive immune
system. The sequence of events and the multitude of cells involved have
been recently reviewed [172,173]. Here, we focus on the interaction of
two resident stem / progenitor cell types, satellite cells and interstitial
mesenchymal progenitors. In brief, tissue destruction leads to local
inﬂammation and the establishment of a transient ﬁbrotic tissue initially ﬁlling the void and stabilizing the tissue. This is paralleled by the
activation of myogenic stem cells, which start to form new muscle ﬁbers
that continuously grow until the pre-injury status is reconstituted
(Fig. 3A).
3.1. Emergence and function of satellite cells
Triggering a regenerative process upon acute injury that caused
damage or destruction and degeneration of muscle ﬁbers requires the
activation of progenitor cells that are capable of either fusing to damaged ﬁbers or forming new ﬁbers thus reconstituting lost material. In
skeletal muscle this function is accomplished by bespoke muscle speciﬁc stem cells, the so-called satellite cells (identiﬁed as SATs in Fig. 3).
The name of these cells dates back to their original discovery [174],
where the peculiar anatomical position of the cells was ﬁrst described.
Satellite cells are not located in the muscle interstitium, but are placed
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Fig. 3. Skeletal regeneration in healthy and dystrophic muscle. (A) Aspects of muscle ﬁbers on muscle cross sections representing the main steps of skeletal muscle
regeneration upon tissue lesions, as seen by staining with Phalloidin (F-actin, white, highlighting ﬁbers), and DAPI (nuclear staining, blue). White asterisks highlight
the shape of degenerating ﬁbers (no longer stained with Phalloidin, but still surrounded by nuclei); yellow arrowheads indicate the youngest newly formed ﬁbers,
with small diameter, recognizable by the presence of a central nucleus. (B) Schematic representation of the main cellular players and events underlying skeletal
muscle regeneration in healthy muscles after tissue damage, featuring three consecutive stages, and focusing on myogenic stem cells, muscle ﬁbers, and FAPs. (C)
Diﬀerentiation potential of FAPs into adipocytes and myoﬁbroblasts. Although FAPs have the potential to diﬀerentiate, they are mainly present as quiescent
progenitors in healthy muscles, and their diﬀerentiation is suppressed. Even in the context of muscle lesions, diﬀerentiation is strictly limited and excess FAPs that
initially expand after injury are eliminated by inﬂammatory cells, so as to free the space replenished by de novo ﬁbers. (D) Schematic representation of the altered
process of muscle repair occurring in muscles of dystrophic patients in which a context of repeated cycles of degeneration/inﬂammation/regeneration unleashes
ﬁbro-adipogenic diﬀerentiation and defective FAP elimination, leading to persistent ﬁbrosis and/or adipose inﬁltrations.

between the basal lamina of the muscle ﬁber and the sarcolemma (the
plasma membrane of the muscle ﬁber). In amniotes, adult satellite cells
originate from somitic progenitors [14–16,175], meaning they derive in
a lineage continuum from the same cellular source that builds up
muscle ﬁbers during development.
After a phase of massive muscle growth during fetal and early
postnatal development carried mainly by fusion of progenitors to existing muscle ﬁbers, remaining Pax7+ myogenic progenitors are subsequently withdrawn from the cell cycle and enter a state of quiescence.
In mice, the vast majority of Pax7+ cells is believed to have entered
quiescence at around 3 weeks after birth [176,177]. Under homeostatic
conditions, most satellite cells remain in a quiescent state of dormancy,
and only emerge from it in response to injury. Nevertheless, a small
fraction of satellite cells participates in active turnover all during life
[176–178]. Satellite cell quiescence depends on their speciﬁc niche
environment, and Notch signaling has emerged as a decisive input in its
maintenance [56,71]. Moreover, the extracellular matrix niche surrounding satellite cells, mainly constituted of the basal lamina in contact with integrin receptors and the dystroglycan complex, is of pivotal
importance [2,179]; intriguingly, Notch signaling and cell-ECM contact
are interlinked [180]. Myoﬁbers also express Wnt4 that maintains satellite cells in a quiescent state, interestingly involving repression of
YAP [181]. Besides this, interactions of satellite cells with other cell
types in the environment are involved in establishing and maintaining
quiescence. They are often found close to blood vessels [182]; during
postnatal development, vessel-associated mural cells, so-called pericytes, secrete Angiopoietin 1 (ANG1) to promote satellite cell quiescence [183]. In adult mice, autocrine as well as paracrine ANG1/TIE2
signaling in involved in maintaining satellite cell quiescence [184].
Acute muscle injury disrupts this intricate niche environment,
which in concert with other stimuli, e.g. from immune cells
[172,173,185] activates satellite cells and causes their re-entry into the
cell cycle (Fig. 3B). During the initial phase of muscle regeneration the
satellite cell pool rapidly expands. During this process Pax7+/Myf5satellite stem cells can undergo symmetric cell divisions forming more
stem-like cells, or symmetric divisions of Pax7+/Myf5+ committed
myogenic cells that expand the pool of committed progenitors. Furthermore, Pax7+/Myf5- satellite stem cells can divide asymmetrically
forming one Pax7+/Myf5- and one Pax7+/Myf5+ cell thus leading to
equal expansion of both pools [179,186]. Alternatively, a small proportion of committed progenitors can undergo terminal diﬀerentiation
divisions, which are symmetric divisions producing two Myf5+
daughter cells in which Pax7 expression is silenced [60]. Finally,
committed myogenic cells activate the diﬀerentiation program including activation of MRFs (thus recapitulating the developmental
program) and ﬁnally fuse to form new muscle ﬁbers. During this process, paralleling postnatal myogenesis, a fraction of satellite cells is
withdrawn from the cell cycle and returns to quiescence in the sublaminar niche of the new ﬁbers, thus reconstituting the quiescent stem
cell pool in the regenerated muscle (Fig. 3B).

179]. While the relevance of most of these cell types for the endogenous
regeneration process remains somewhat unclear, the past years have
seen immense progress in the functional characterization of intramuscular mesenchymal progenitor cells. Muscle disease or large
scale muscle trauma is often associated with replacement of muscle
tissue with ﬁbrotic tissue as well as with adipose tissue inﬁltration
[187]. Prospective cell isolation led to the discovery of a muscle-interstitial bi-potent mesenchymal progenitor population in mice, the socalled ﬁbro-adipogenic progenitors (FAPs), that was able to give rise to
ﬁbrotic cells or adipocytes [188,189]. FAPs are characterized by expression of the mesodermal marker PDGFRα [189], in mice as well as in
human FAPs [190], and by expression of the stem cell markers Sca1
(Ly6A) and CD34 [188]. This marker proﬁle overlaps in part with a
previously characterized progenitor cell type, the PICs (PW1+ interstitial cells) that display ﬁbrogenic, adipogenic and, if derived from
juvenile mice, myogenic potential [191]. The PW1+ population was
later recognized as a mix of two subtypes: a myogenic subpopulation,
described as PDGFRα-; while the ﬁbro-adipogenic population was
PDGFRα+ [192]. This suggests that in adult muscle, PICs and FAPs
overlap. Moreover FAPs appear to have a widespread overlap with
connective tissue ﬁbroblasts characterized by the expression of Tcf7l2
[193,194]. In line with this, ﬁbroblasts isolated by pre-plating appear
phenotypically equivalent to FAPs isolated by FACS via the abovementioned surface markers [195]. Recent single cell studies have shed
light on the composition of the intramuscular mesenchymal progenitor
(IMP) pool in adult mice. Two studies [196,197] independently showed
that FAPs represent the largest population of this pool, while two additional populations can be diversiﬁed. One population appears to be a
tenogenic progenitor expressing e.g. Scleraxis, the second was termed
smooth muscle-mesenchymal cells (SMMCs) [197], which Scott et al.
[196] allocated to Pericytes. Importantly, Scott et al. identiﬁed Hic1 as
a common marker for IMPs in skeletal muscle [196].
3.3. Fibro-adipogenic progenitors (FAPs) in muscle regeneration and their
interplay with satellite cells
3.3.1. FAPs and myogenic regeneration in healthy muscle
In healthy muscles, FAPs reside in a quiescent state under homeostatic conditions, but are induced to rapidly expand upon muscle injury
[188] (Fig. 3B, C). Quiescence of FAPs critically depends on Hic1; Hic1
is expressed in quiescent FAPs under homeostatic conditions, but declines after activation of FAPs upon acute injury. Conditional inactivation of Hic1 in homeostatic muscle disrupted FAPs quiescence.
FAPs entered the cell cycle and shifted their global gene expression
signature towards that of early activated FAPs. This led to a long term
increase in interstitial (activated) FAP numbers, which importantly
impaired muscle regeneration [196]. Of note, Hic1 appears to deﬁne a
FAP-like cardiac cell type (cFAPs) that contributes to ﬁbrosis after
myocardial infarction. In line with its role in skeletal muscle FAPs, Hic1
controls quiescence of cardiac FAPs, and conditional inactivation of
Hic1 causes ﬁbrofatty inﬁltration in the heart [198].
Muscle injury triggers an immediate inﬂammatory response; cytokines released from immune cells are involved in the activation and
proliferation of satellite cells [185], in addition eosinophil cell-derived
Il4 activates FAPs [199]. Vice versa, FAPs appear to be a considerable

3.2. Muscle interstitial mesenchymal progenitors
Early studies pointed towards the existence of several non-satellite
cell populations in skeletal muscle with varying properties [reviewed in
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increasing ﬁbro-fatty inﬁltrations, or by abrogating pro-myogenic
functions of FAPs, thus compromising regeneration or causing muscle
atrophy. FAPs are considered the main cellular source for ﬁbrotic and
adipogenic lesions in dystrophic muscle (Fig. 3C, D) [201,211,212],
although other cell types may also contribute [213]. In vivo, endogenous FAPs readily give rise to muscle-interstitial adipocytes based
on a pro-adipogenic microenvironment as elicited by e.g. glycerol injection [207,212]. In spite of this ﬁbro-adipogenic potential, FAP differentiation is largely prevented in healthy muscle, whereas ﬁbrosis or
adipose inﬁltrations appear to be the hallmark of several muscular
dystrophies including Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD)
[211,214,215], Amyotropic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [216,217], Facioscapulohumeral dystrophy (FSHD) [218,219], or Limb girdle muscular dystrophy (LGMD) [220], indicating that all these pathologies
result in unleashing FAP diﬀerentiation. Fibrogenic diﬀerentiation of
FAPs appears to be mainly controlled by the ﬁbrosis inducer TGFβ.
Indeed, appearance of ﬁbrosis in DMD coincides with enhanced TGFβ
signaling [221,222], and is exacerbated by genetic variants in the TGFβ
regulator Latent TGFβ-binding protein 4 (LTBP4) [223,224]. This eﬀect
involves the promotion of FAP diﬀerentiation by TGFβ into myoﬁbroblasts, leading to enhanced ECM gene expression [195,225]. Macrophages represent a large source of TGFβ [202]. TGFβ-driven promotion
of FAP diﬀerentiation was indeed demonstrated to contribute to disease
onset and severity in DMD models carrying pathogenic LTBP4 variants
[226], and evidence for enhanced TGFβ signaling also exists in mouse
models of ALS or FSHD [217,218]. Thus, a key question is to understand whether poor muscle regeneration in pathological context results
from the loss of the pro-regenerative functions of FAPs (or their capacity to cross-talk with inﬂammatory cells), or whether it is a secondary
eﬀect of ﬁbrosis and/or fat deposition. The excess deposition of ECM
matrix associated with ﬁbrosis is also accompanied with increased
presence of proteins involved in ECM assembly, such as small leucinerich repeat proteoglycans (SLRPs) [139–141], or ECM-modifying enzymes such as Lox [227], which have the potential to compromise
myogenic regeneration in muscular dystrophy.
The relative contribution of ﬁbrogenic versus adipogenic diﬀerentiation varies between pathologies, with some contexts such as DMD
exhibiting a clear pro-ﬁbrotic pattern [195,228], whereas other dystrophies are associated with prominent fat inﬁltrates [220]. Thus, additional deregulated signals are likely to contribute to the balance between adipogenic and ﬁbrotic diﬀerentiation. While the pro-ﬁbrotic
TGFβ inhibits adipogenic diﬀerentiation of FAPs [225], adipogenic
conversion is stimulated by glucocorticoid signaling [229] and by
hedgehog signaling [212]. Vice versa, Notch signaling was shown to
inhibit adipogenic diﬀerentiation [230]. It was reported that nitric
oxide inhibits adipogenic diﬀerentiation of FAPs, moreover treating
mdx mice with a NO-generating drug reduced adipose inﬁltration via
downregulation of Pparg expression [231]. Il15 promotes proliferation
of FAPs while repressing adipogenic diﬀerentiation [232]. Adipogenic
diﬀerentiation of FAPs also appears to be epigenetically controlled, as
HDAC inhibition decreased adipogenesis in vitro and in a DMD mouse
model (Mdx mice) [215]. Interestingly, HDAC inhibition also induces
myogenic gene expression in FAPs, a change that was blunted in aging
Mdx mice [215,233]. This indicates that the prolonged exposure of
FAPs to a context of chronic inﬂammation and regeneration induces an
epigenetically encoded change in FAP biology. Moreover, FAPs are a
main source for follistatin, an inhibitor of myostatin. Myostatin induces
muscle ﬁber atrophy, thus follistatin may be involved in maintaining
muscle mass. Intriguingly, the beneﬁcial eﬀects of HDAC inhibitors in
muscular dystrophy are in part mediated by expression of the BMP
inhibitor follistatin from FAPs [215]. Another key study impressively
demonstrated that FAP dysfunction in pathological conditions could be
detrimental for muscle integrity by demonstrating that, after muscle
denervation or in a mouse model for ALS, FAPs secrete increased levels
of Il6, which in turn exacerbates muscle atrophy [216].
Of note the diﬀerentiation potential of FAPs is not strictly limited to

source of cytokines attracting immune cells to the site of injury [196].
Post-injury expansion of FAPs is under control of PDGFRα signaling
[200]. Intriguingly, an alternative transcript derived from intronic
polyadenylation leads to the expression of a truncated decoy receptor
during the course of muscle regeneration thus self-limiting FAPs expansion [200]. During the course of muscle regeneration, the FAP pool
temporarily expands in early phases and shrinks in later phases where
excessive FAPs are removed by apoptosis [201]. In this context, an
intricate interplay exists between FAPs and macrophages. During the
course of injury, macrophages continuously shift their proﬁle from a
pro-inﬂammatory (M1) to an anti-inﬂammatory (M2) type. M1 Macrophages control FAP pool contraction via TNFα [201], whereas M2
Macrophage derived Tgfβ controls ﬁbrosis [201,202]. Another recent
study attributes a key contribution in the timely orchestration of these
processes to FAP senescence [203]. FAP senescence occurs in response
to exercise-induced damage, and is necessary to promote the pro-regenerative inﬂammation shift. Failure to activate senescence in chronic
inﬂammatory myopathy leads to FAP accumulation and muscle degeneration [203].
During regeneration, FAPs appear to play a pro-regenerative, supportive function (Fig. 3B). Co-culture experiments of FAPs with myoblasts indicated a supportive role in regenerative myogenesis by expression of secreted molecules as Il6 [188]. Connective tissue
ﬁbroblasts are necessary for muscle regeneration, as diphtheria toxinmediated depletion of Tcf7l2+ cells led to severe disruption of muscle
regeneration [193]. Consistently, ﬁbroblastic cells (likely overlapping
with FAPs) also were shown to promote satellite cell survival via
paracrine signaling [204]. More recently a diphtheria toxin-mediated
cell depletion study was performed that exclusively targeted PDGFRα+
FAPs substantiating an essential role for these cells during muscle regeneration [205]. Furthermore, blocking FAP expansion pharmacologically via PDGFRα inhibition impaired muscle regeneration [206].
Intriguingly, much like satellite cells, adult FAPs appear to be derived from developmental progenitors; we recently showed that limb
muscle connective tissue progenitors expressing the transcription factor
Osr1 give rise to at least a subset of FAPs [130]. Adult FAPs do not
express an Osr1-driven reporter allele, which is however resumed upon
acute injury, suggesting the reactivation of a developmental program
[207]. It is therefore not surprising that FAPs are generally assumed to
play an assisting role during muscle regeneration by providing a beneﬁcial microenvironment consisting of paracrine signaling cues as well
as a transient pro-regenerative ECM. A very recent study elegantly
conﬁrmed this by time-resolved singly cell as well as bulk RNA sequencing [196]. For example, embryonal muscle connective tissue cells
express Collagen type VI (ColVI) as a vital cue for sustaining myogenic
progenitor proliferation [130], a feature apparently shared by adult
FAPs. ColVI deﬁciency impairs satellite cell maintenance during muscle
regeneration, which can be rescued by grafting of wild type ﬁbroblasts
[208]. Another ECM molecule expressed by FAPs is the small matricellular protein WISP1. Intriguingly, WISP1 expression by FAPs declines during aging, which in turn interferes with the muscle’s regenerative capability [209]. Of note, in addition to providing a proregenerative ECM environment, FAPs may also be involved in phagocytic clearance of tissue debris [199]. Besides the supportive role for
regeneration after injury discussed above, the role of FAPs in homeostatic conditions is so far not well deﬁned. However FAP depletion
under homeostatic conditions causes atrophy and drainage of the satellite cell pool, indicating a role for FAPs in maintaining myoﬁber
hypertrophy as well as satellite cell quiescence [205]. In line with the
notion that FAPs and interstitial ﬁbroblasts mostly overlap, depletion of
ﬁbroblasts also causes muscle atrophy [210].
3.3.2. FAP dysregulation in pathological contexts
While FAPs have supporting roles in muscle regeneration their
dysregulation is detrimental and can contribute to symptom severity in
several pathological conditions (Fig. 3D). This may be caused by
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ﬁbrotic and adipogenic fates. Forced stimulation with exogenous bone
morphogenetic protein (BMP), which results in heterotopic ossiﬁcation
of muscle demonstrated osteo-chondrogenic potential [234]. Moreover,
FAPs appear to be the source of heterotopic ossiﬁcation in mouse
models of the human genetic condition ﬁbrodysplasia ossiﬁcans progressiva (FOP) [235,236]. This is in line with the overall cell surface
antigen composition of FAPs resembling mesenchymal stem / progenitor cells that typically show trilineage (ﬁbrogenic, adipogenic,
osteo-chondrogenic) potential [190,194]. Even in DMD context, enhanced FAP diﬀerentiation can lead to calciﬁcation within muscles
[226]. This also suggests that FAPs represent a muscle-speciﬁc variety
of mesenchymal stromal cells as found in many other organs. Furthermore, within this muscle-speciﬁc variety, there appears to be a certain
degree of molecular heterogeneity the distinguish various subtypes of
FAPs, with the proﬁle and distribution of FAP subtypes diﬀering between healthy homeostatic muscles, in healthy muscle after injury, or in
pathologic context such as muscle of Mdx mice [228]. This raises the
possibility that in addition to changes in the biological properties of
FAPs in pathological contexts, each of them might also lead to a differential expansion of FAP subtypes with distinct properties, leading to
e.g. predominant expansion of pro-ﬁbrotic FAPs in pathological contexts associated with more ﬁbrosis.
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4. Conclusive remarks
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While intrinsic mechanisms of myogenic diﬀerentiation have been
revealed down to great detail, our understanding of the extrinsic regulation of myogenic progenitors in the limb is only at the beginning. We
propose three signiﬁcant gaps in knowledge that future research should
address: (1) How are global 3D signaling systems in the limb bud
translated into local territories of mesenchyme that express speciﬁc
transcription factors or combinations of transcription factors? (2) How
do locally graded ﬁne-tuned domains of combinatory transcription
factor expression translate into an instructive microenvironment towards myogenic cells? (3) What are the components, ECM as well as
signaling factors, physically shaping this local bio-mechanical microenvironment? The interplay of myogenic cells and accessory cells,
especially mesenchymal progenitors, in regeneration appears in part to
parallel developmental events. Therefore, understanding extrinsic regulation of developmental myogenesis may be highly instructive for
understanding cellular interplay in regeneration. Often, muscle development and regeneration are addressed separately, however both ﬁelds
can strongly proﬁt from each other.
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